I. INTRODUCTION of evaluating integrals of the form A large number of highly accurate variational calculations have now been done for the energies and other atomic properties of two-electron systems in terms of the well-known r"x"r(r =~r , -r,~) Hylleraas coordinates. This work has dealt primarily with S and I' states. However, for matrix elements involving stat,~s of high angular momentum, the evaluation of angular integrals and the reduction to radial integrals can become very laborious. The problem is complicated by the fact that if r"x"and~are regarded as the independent variables in the radial integration, then only one of f; and 02 may be treated as independen'. in the angular integration. Of the six independent variables, the three independent angles are the ones which determine the orientation in space of the triangle formed by r"r"and r. ' The reduction of matrix elements to radial integrals over r"r"and r has been studied by several authors'" for a number of special cases, but few results of a general nature have. been published. The (6) into (4) We return to the evaluation of the radial integrals in Sec. IV. Let us consider now the full integral (1). Using standard angular-momentum coupling techniques together with the basic integral algorithm (7), the integral can be written in the form
where I~(R'R) is the radial integral (8) involving (r -r, r, esse) ('I' -(', -), ')I. The angular coefficients for the latter parts are given by (27) and (28) 
This determines the reduced matrix element of
A similar reduction can be written down immediately for the spin-orbit and spin-other-orbit interactions. I", (g'/x) = (2l+ 1)I,(x, 'r, 'g) +I, ,(g '/x).
IV. RADIAL INTEGRAL RECURRENCE RELATIONS
Equation (48) generates a wide variety of integral recurrence relations-depending on the choice made for the function g(r). For integrals containing only powers of r, the choice g(r) =r '" yields (50) I", (r') = ' I&(r, 'r, 'P") +I, , (r'), c e -2. The special case with I= 1 was employed in the calculations of Schwartz. " Except for the case c =-2, the relation is valid whenever the integrals exist. It allows the efficient and rapid computation of all l, (r') from a smaller table of values of I,( 'r&, 'r') than would be required for the direct evaluation of (42). Using (42) and (9), the values of I,(r&r, 'r') needed to start the recurrence relation are
